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The application of Bayesian Model Averaging in Macroeconomy

Hua Peng1,2,*; Du zifang2

research theory about GDP. But the difficulty is still how
to build the best model to predict accurately. The usual
practice is to establish the regression or time series model,
select the significant variables, the criteria to determine
the optimal model is Akaike Information Criterion,
Bayesian Information Criterion. But the debate focus
is which kind of standards is best. Recent years, a new
model and variable selection method named Bayesian
Model Averaging(BMA)[1] has become the research focus.
It has become latest branch of Bayesian statistical theory.
BMA is a weighted averaging method based on posterior
distribution, it combines all possible considered models
and solve the uncertainty of single model. Therefore, in
the macroeconomy research, it’s better to use BMA than
the regression and time series methods.
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Abstract

Bayesian Model Averaging is a weighted averaging
method based on posterior distribution. It considers
comprehensively the prior and sample information of
model and parameter, reduces the model uncertainty.
Bayesian Model Averaging improves statistical
inference accuracy and provides improved out-ofsample predictive performance. In this paper, we outline
the details of the Bayesian model averaging principle,
introduce the application of Bayesian Model Averaging in
macroeconomy and give an example about the application
of Bayesian Model Averaging in GDP research.
Key words: Bayesian Model Averaging; Model
uncertainty; Macroeconomy

1 . T h e appli c at i o n o f B M A i n
macroeconomy research
1.1 Principles of BMA
Bayesian model averaging is essentially a model selection
method. Madigan and Rafery gave the following forms of
BMA in 199[2]: Suppose ∆ is the quantity of interest, such
as an effect size, a future observable, or the utility of a
course of action, then its posterior distribution given data
D is
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K

P(∆ D) = ∑ P(∆ M k , D) P( M k D)
k =1

where P(∆|M k, D) is the conditional distribution of ∆
given data D and Mk, k=1,···, K are the model considered,
P(Mk|D) is posterior probability of model given data D

Introduction
GDP is one of the most important indicator reflect the
situation of a nation’s economy. It provides the basis to
make economic policy, its importance is self-evident.
Domestic and foreign scholars have done a lots of
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where P(Mk) is the prior probability of model Mk, P(D|Mk)
is the marginal likelihood of model Mk
P( D M k ) = ∫ ∫ P( D , M k ) P( M k )d

y=Xβ+ε

where y=(y2···yT+1), ε=(ε1···εt), X to be the T × K matrix
containing all potential lagged explanatory variables, the
tth row of y contains data available at time t +1 while the
tth row of X contains data available at time t. Considered
three kinds of priors:

(3)

θ=(θ1,···, θn) is the vector of parameters of model Mk,
P(θ|M k) is the prior density of θ under model M k, i.e.
the prior information of parameters, P(D|θ, Mk) is the
likelihood of data D given model M k and vector of
parameters θ. The posterior mean and variance of ∆ are as
follows:[9][10]
K

E[∆ D] = ∑ E[∆ D, M k ]P ( M k D)
k =0

K

Var[∆ D] = ∑ (Var[∆ D, M k ] + E[∆ D, M k ]2 )P ( M k D) − E[∆ D]2
k =0

(7)

K

p( M r ) = ∏
j =1

j

j

(1 −

j

)

(8)

j

for j=1,···, K, θ j is the prior of explanatory variables
in models. is indicator variable, it equals 1 if variable
j included in model, otherwise it equals zero. The
1
noninformative prior is j = 1 , this means p(M ) = R , for r=1,
2
···, R. one might expect factors corresponding to higher
eigenvalues of X'X to be more relevant than factors with
low eigenvalues. We can incorporate this by allowing θj to
vj depend on ,the jth largest eigenvalue of X'X, and take θj=

(4)

r

(5)

We can drawn a conclusion from equation (1) that
the posterior distribution of ∆ is actually an average
of the posterior distributions under each of the modelsq = v j
j
v1
considered, weighted by their posterior model probability
P(Mk|D).
The third type prior is called 99.9% prior which sets
1
for j=1,···, K99.9, where 99.9% of the variation in X
j =
2
1.2 The application of BMA in macroeconomic
is
contained
in the ﬁrst K99.9 factors. The 99.9% prior has
panel data
good performance in reduction in the root mean squared
In the few macroeconomic study literature using BMA,
forecast error(RMSE). It can reduce RMSEs for GDP
Gary Koop & Simon Potter studied the GDP and
by roughly 5% while reduce for CPI by roughly 10%.
inflation of United States using BMA. They analyzed
BMA do outperform autoregressive models in forecasting
162 time series, and their analysis indicates that BMA
both GDP and inflation, but only narrowly and at short
do outperform autoregressive models in forecasting
horizons. This attributes to the presence of structural
both GDP and inflation, but only narrowly and at short
instability and the fact that lags of the dependent variable
horizons. They attribute these findings to the presence of
seem contain most of the information relevant for
structural instability and the fact that lags of the dependent
forecasting.
variable seem contain most of the information relevant for
1.3 The application of BMA in economic growth
forecasting. The basic model used in their paper is:
Using Bayesian Model Averaging Method and provincial
yt +1 = ( L) yt + ( L) wt + t +1
(6) data from 1990 to 2007, Wang Liang and Liu jinquan[7]
discern and analyze effectiveness and robustness of
for t =1 ,.., T where yt is a scalar dependent variable, wt some factors which affect China’s economic growth in
is a kw vector of explanatory variables and α(L) and γ(L) the long run. The result shows six explanatory variables
are polynomials in the lag operator of dimension p 1 including high education, industrialization, openness to
and p2. In many macroeconomic applications, standard outside, eastern regional advantage, consumption and
methods for statistical inference in (6) are inappropriate openness to inside are long- term determinate factors of
since the number of explanatory variables is so high. China’s economic growth having long- run, continuous
In (6) we have p1+p2×kw explanatory variables. In the and stable impact on it. Three other explanatory factors
application in Stock and Watson[6], kw=215. In this kind including scale of city, middle regional advantage, and
of situation, we estimate directly by (6) will be very initial economic conditions also have certain explanatory
imprecise, because a lot of explanatory variables is not abilities. In addition, from perspective of explanatory
significant. According to statistical methods, we examine variables’ marginal impact on economic growth,
a series of variables and get a final model. But from the industrialization has the strongest marginal impact which
perspective of Bayesian statistics, this strategy ignores followed by consumption and openness to outside.
the model uncertainty and posterior information. BMA
method avoids these shortcomings. On the weighted
average of posterior distribution of models, BMA avoids 2. Example
the uncertainty caused by a single model. Rewritten (6) Wu jinglin and Ding yuechao [8] have studied the per
as:
capita GDP using primary industry, secondary industry,
tertiary industry, household consumption expenditure,
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still obvious problems in economic sense. For example,
the regressive coefficient of per capita income of rural
household and the primary industry is negative, the
economic sense is unreasonable. This is the instability
caused by a single equation.
In this paper, we use R 2.13.0 and call R package
(bicreg)[9] for Bayesian model averaging to estimate the
impact of 11 variables on per capita GDP estimate. 31
models are selected. Table 1 outlines the best 5 models.
Values in table 1 present the estimate value of variable
coefficient. It can be seen from the results that it’s
better than the stepwise regression. secondary industry,
household consumption expenditure, per capita annual
income of urban household, per capita annual income
of rural household, final consumption expenditure,
total investment in fixed assets are selected in 5 models
respectively.
The variable selection in all 31 models as shown in
figure 1

per capita annual income of urban household, per capita
annual income of rural household, foreign exchange
reserves, total value of imports and exports, taxes, final
consumption expenditure, total investment in fixed assets.
They got equation by stepwise regression:
per capita GDP of next year =1539.445-3.208664 per
capita annual income of rural household +0.9568986 per
capita annual income of urban household -0.01710913
total value of imports and exports -0.1345639 taxes
-0.08447628 primary industry +0.2637986 secondary
industry
And the value of regression equation test is 6681.772,
F critical value at significance level of 0.05 is 3.094613,
F critical value at significance level of 0.01 is 5.069211.
Therefore, they concluded the regression equation was
significant.
This conclusion only shows the equation is significant.
The variables in equations are not given a significant
test results, and did not give P value. Even variables in
equations are significant in statistical sense, there are
Table 1
The 5 Largest Model Posterior Probability by BMA
Model

constant

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

primary
industry

secondary
industry

364.38		
310.4		
219.29		
125.96		
86.13		

tertiary household consumption
industry
expenditure

Per capita annual income
of rural household

0.124				
0.19				
0.125		
0.54		
0.128			
0.099				

per capita annual income
of urban household

0.835

0.51

(continued)
Model

foreign exchange
reserves

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

total value of imports
taxes
and exports		

final consumption
expenditure

total investment
in fixed assets

				
0.03
		
					
-0.039
						
						
						

posterior model
probability
0.078
0.078
0.078
0.078
0.078

BMA considers the model uncertainty, improves
statistical inference accuracy. We believe that with
further research, BMA will have more and more widely
application and expected it will play an increasingly
important role in macroeconomic research.
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